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OUR READERS WRITE
UCSD development
needs a further look

boundaries are violated.
• When noticing dog poop bags next to their
“We believe Black lives matter” sign, rather than
writing a letter of anger in the La Jolla Light, Judy
The UC regents approved of the TDLLN
and Dave Halter are inviting the person to
development without adequate, if any,
connect with them for a healing conversation to
communication with our La Jolla community
understand what drove this behavior.
(“UC regents approve budget, scope and
• A team of La Jollans has made an amazing
financing of UCSD’s Theatre District Living and
short documentary available on YouTube
Learning Neighborhood,” La Jolla Light, Nov. 26).
(“Spark: A Short Documentary Exploring
This huge project will be placed at a highly
Racism’s Roots & Remedies”) to help educate us
congested and crowded intersection (La Jolla
all on how we’ve gotten to this point in our
Village Drive at Torrey Pines Road). Driving
American history and what we can do about it.
through this intersection is the only way for cars
• La Jolla High School student Diyln Norris is
to reach the village of La Jolla from the
promoting social change by leading a Black
southbound [Interstate 5] freeway. This
Student Union to educate students, create more
intersection is deceptively quiet now during the
open-minded views and decrease stereotyping.
pandemic but will be radically different again
• In a recent letter in the Light, Brenda Fake
when life is back to full swing.
outlined the need for community board
I am a concerned neighbor living near the [UC
members and leaders to take the time for
San Diego] campus and a former UCSD student.
self-examination with anti-racism, while
Along with other neighbors and homeowners,
encouraging La Jollans to step up, get engaged in
we were given no channel for dialogue with
the local boards and help transform to a more
COURTESY
UC San Diego’s Theatre District Living and open and responsive community.
UCSD.
Learning Neighborhood (area shown in
Increased traffic and the quality of life aren’t
Anyone who is tired of the current divisive
color) is planned for the southwest corner climate must “think globally and act locally” by
the only issues. The proposed height of the
of the campus, along Torrey Pines Road.
buildings and density of TDLLN are completely
initiating the difficult conversations and
out of scale with the adjacent residential
providing learning opportunities. If we want to
neighborhoods. The high-rise buildings would
continue to honor the First Amendment,” after
grow, we must continue learning and
also overshadow the low-lying character and
instructing the child to remove the hat. Freedom unlearning.
architecture of the nearby theater and dance
of speech, as long as Mr. Krahn agrees with the
We can learn what anti-racism, White privilege
district.
message.
and Black Lives Matter mean. Unlearning biases
My hope is that with the current lawsuit, our
Another great example of California’s and La
requires noticing the biases that may have been
concerns will finally be heard and addressed.
Jolla’s cancel culture at work, misshaping the
passed down to us from our families,
Katherine Hyett lives of young students and shaming their moms communities and the environment in which we
into embarrassment. Shame on Gary Krahn.
have been immersed all our lives. We must
James R. Phillips understand the biases that have been hardwired
into some people and work with patience and
compassion to help them see a new way.
I hope we can create a forum to expand this
UC San Diego is the economic driver of our
work in La Jolla with citizens of all ages,
county. Without UCSD there would be no life
backgrounds and experiences.
science industry here. There would be no wireless
About the Make America Great Again hat
Shahrzad Sherry Nooravi
communications industry. There would be no
incident and the response by this person who
Qualcomm, etc.
proclaims how the community finds it hateful:
We should all be proud and supportive of
Exactly who appointed this man as the
having one of the top-ranked universities in the
spokesman for the community?
world in our back yard. We should support its
The idea of America being great as racist or
continued growth. Yet the La Jolla Shores
hateful is disgusting, and I would hope any
Local La Jolla residents would like to thank the
Association continues to fight its expansion (“La parent spending money on a school that teaches La Jolla Coastal Access and Parking Board for
Jolla Shores Association pushes forward in legal
that would remove the student.
their work. However, as we walk our gem, many
case against UCSD project,” La Jolla Light, Nov.
Gil Mojica of us feel the last thing we need is a large
19).
program for more signage (“La Jolla board gets
If you moved next to a major university, what
green light from state to move forward with plan
did you expect? You can’t expect that everything
for directional signs,” La Jolla Light, Nov. 26).
should be the same as it was on the day you
We do not want big, ugly blue parking signs
bought your house. Should nothing be allowed
with digital numbers all over The Village. Could
after you moved to La Jolla?
Has Gary Krahn at La Jolla Country Day School the committee reconsider and instead evaluate
I have been here over 20 years and welcome
banned other “offensive to our community”
opportunities to improve parking by removing
the changes I have seen because of this
outer wear?
outdated village signage, directional or
world-class institution.
If so, what? Tell us please. Just want to know
otherwise?
Tony Pauker that what he does is fair and balanced.
Everyone carries a cellphone and checks it
Lou Cumming multiple times a day. Please Google “La Jolla
Cove parking” and you will find every possible
vantage of parking, spaces, maps and options.
The 50-year-old funds could be reinterpreted to
Ed Witt and his Enhance La Jolla team. We are
grateful that individuals had vision 50 years ago
Head of La Jolla Country Day School Gary
to assist La Jolla for coastal access. However,
Krahn seems to think he can speak for all our
reality has changed and we now have scooters
“community” in that a MAGA [Make America
instead of shuttles. With the scooters replacing
Great Again] hat worn by a student at his school
The year 2020 has brought so much pain and, shuttles and parking signage being replaced by
is “offensive” and is a “symbol of racism and
with it, many opportunities for citizens to share
the cellphone in your pocket, we could send the
hatred” (“La Jolla Country Day student is asked
their voices about the need for diversity, equity
funds to help Ed’s team with coastal visual access
to remove MAGA hat because it’s ‘offensive to
and inclusion in our country. I am writing to
and help him with our village’s many
our community,’” La Jolla Light, Nov. 26).
share my appreciation for La Jolla citizens who
maintenance projects sorely in need.
Huh? I’m a member of the La Jolla community are helping our country progress by educating
Nancy Linke Patton
and do not think a MAGA hat is such a symbol.
others, initiating conversations to promote
SEE OUR READERS WRITE, A22
Mr. Krahn goes on to say that “we’re going to
understanding and speaking up when

UC San Diego’s growth
should be supported

Idea of America as great
isn’t racist or hateful

Program for new parking
signage isn’t necessary

Has other ‘offensive’
wear been banned?

Head of La Jolla Country
Day doesn’t speak for all Conversations, education
are needed to expand
of the community
views about diversity,
equity and inclusion

